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Supply shock triggers oil price 
drop; OPEC remains in focus 

Consolidation and acquisitions continue to shape industry

NBK Capital Report: Oil markets in 2019

KUWAIT: The past two months have been brutal for
financial markets and the oil market was no exception.
Brent fell from a high of $86.29/bbl. on October 3 to
$58.80/bbl on November 23. That is around 32 percent, or
the equivalent of $27.49, in less than two months. The
intensity and the speed of the decline raised concerns of a
scenario similar to that of the second half of 2014 where
the price of Brent declined continuously for 6 months
between June 2014 and January 2015 to lose 60 percent of
its value. Prices did not find a bottom until a year later
when Brent reached $26/bbl. in January 2016, down 77
percent from the peak.

The trigger back then was on the supply side when
OPEC pursued a pump-at-will strategy in an effort to
drive out the shale producers and gain market share. Oil
prices collapsed, and inventories started to build up quick-
ly, which subsequently proved to be too painful for oil pro-
ducers. This ultimately resulted in an unprecedented deal
among the member countries of OPEC and 11 non-OPEC
oil producing countries, including Russia, to cut produc-
tion by as much as 1.8mb/day. This deal successfully man-
aged to reduce excess stockpiles and provide support for
a rally that has been running for almost two years.

The recent price volatility, however, was driven by a
combination of uncertainties on both the supply and the
demand side.

On the supply side, the main concerns revolved initially
around the effects of the US sanctions on Iran and the
resulting potential shortfall of supplies, in addition to the
effect of the volatile supply coming from less stable coun-
tries such as Venezuela, Nigeria and Libya.

Suddenly, concerns of shortfall turned into fears of
oversupply. In an unexpected move, the US president
issued 180-day waivers from the sanctions for 8 countries
including China, India, Japan, and South Korea, which
together buy more than 75 percent of Iranian oil exports
while earlier expectations were for Iranian oil exports to
drop to zero. This coincided with a report released by the
EIA showing an 8-million-barrel build in US oil inventories
for the week ending September 28, at a time where US
production was at its peak. Globally, OECD commercial oil
stocks started to rise again after a relatively long period of
decline caused by the OPEC coordinated crude produc-
tion cut, which drove down global inventories significantly
since the beginning of 2017.

Oil demand
On the demand side, a slowing world economy, espe-

cially from outside the OECD countries, the main driver for
increases in global oil demand was threatening demand
levels during 2019. This prompted a second OPEC policy
U-turn in a very short period of time from increasing sup-
plies to compensate for a shortfall from Iran to curbing
supplies again to avoid flooding the market after signs of
softening demand during 2019 started to emerge.

Iran sanctions
After the US withdrew from the nuclear deal with Iran,

it re-imposed much stricter and far-reaching sanctions tar-
geted at the Iranian economy. The first set of sanctions
came into effect on August 7 and included restrictions on
Iran’s purchase of US currency, trading in gold and pre-
cious metals, purchase of auto parts, commercial passen-
ger aircrafts and related parts and services. The second set
of sanctions, however, is what concerned oil markets. It
restricts sales of oil and petrochemical products from Iran
and it came into effect on November 4. Ahead of that
deadline, oil markets became increasingly nervous until
prices peaked at the beginning of October.

In anticipation of the second phase of sanction imple-
mentation, Saudi Arabia and other major oil producers

expressed their willingness and ability to increase produc-
tion to replace any sanction-related shortfalls from Iran.
On October 23, the Saudi oil minister said that the
Kingdom was prepared “to meet any demand that materi-
alizes”. In fact, Saudi has been increasing production
gradually during 2018. It started the year at 9.95mb/d and
by the end of October production stood at 10.63mb/d,
recording an increase of 676,000 b/d over the previous
10 months. Iran was more than 500,000 b/d below its
production level over the same period.

The increase in Saudi production along with that of
Libya of 297,000 b/d and the UAE of 245,000 b/d have
more than offset the declines in both Iranian and
Venezuelan production. OPEC is now producing a total of
32.9 million b/d compared to 32.62 million b/d at the end
of 2017, an increase of 279,000 during 2018.

While the oil market braced for the effect of the sanc-
tions on market prices, President Trump issued a tempo-
rary waiver for 8 countries including China, India, and
Japan, which happen to be some of Iran’s largest clients.
This took the markets by surprise and suddenly concerns
about starving the market because of a decline in Iranian
exports turned into fears of oversupply, which accelerated
the decline in oil prices.

OPEC, which was just unwinding the Declaration of
Cooperation (DoC) that removed over 1.8 million b/d from
the market and helped drain excess inventories, was again
looking to cut production by as much as 1.4 million b/d to
avert a slide in oil price amid a slowing global economy
and an increasing US production.

US production
The precipitous drop in oil prices during 2014 was the

beginning of a fundamental change in the dynamics of the
oil markets. A change that would be marked by the rise of
the shale oil industry and the US becoming the largest
global producer of crude.

US production of crude oil reached 11.6mb/d at the
beginning of November. The production of conventional
oil has been relatively stable and fluctuated around 4.4-
4.8mb/d over the past 10 years. The tight oil segment, on
the other hand, was the real game changer.

After a brief dip in production following the slide in oil
prices at the beginning of 2015, the level of US tight oil
production stabilized and then started to build momentum
again around the start of 2017. The change in rig count
was much more pronounced, however. The US rig count
dropped from a high of 1,931 in September 2014 to a low
of 404 in May 2016. It has recovered somewhat since, but
it is still around half of its 2014 high and stands today at a
little over 1,000. Over the same period, shale output
increased from a low of 4,121mb/d recorded in May 2016
to around 6,209mb/d as of September 2018.

This is very telling of the dynamics of the shale indus-
try. Since the collapse of the oil price back in 2015 more
than 71 companies in the exploration and production
industry went bankrupt in Texas alone. The shale industry
is highly fragmented and formed of many smaller and high-
ly leveraged players who are naturally vulnerable to pro-
longed declines in oil prices and rising interest rates. To
many, the collapse of the shale industry was inevitable in
the wake of the price crash of 2014-2015. What happened
next, however, is that survivors became more cost con-
scious, more efficient and started to find new methods of
drilling and are now able to extract much more oil from
each well. According to Timothy Dove, the chief executive
of Pioneer Natural Resources, “typically fracking recovers
8-10 percent of the oil in the shale. Being able to go from
10 percent to 12 percent would actually increase output by
20 percent.”

Another factor that is shaping the industry is consolida-

tion and acquisitions. Around 80 percent of a shale well’s
production happens in the first two years of operations.
Despite the fact that giant oil company have cut their capi-
tal expenditures, many of them are redirecting some of
their capital spending to the shale industry, especially in
the Permian Basin. The relatively short production timeta-
bles compared to the multi-decade and multi-billion dol-
lars offshore projects have lured big oil into investing in
shale. In July 2018, BP bought the US shale oil and gas
assets of global miner BHP Billiton for $10.5 billion.
ExxonMobil said it would increase its daily shale produc-
tion fivefold to 500 thousand barrels per day by 2025.
Exxon has been building its presence in the Permian with
acquisitions; it spent $6.6 billion on buying drilling rights
on 250,000 acres last year. Large companies have more
room to exploit their expertise and supply chains and have
deeper pockets to invest in analytics and infrastructure to
optimize production and transport.

Other factors 
Other factors adding uncertainty to the oil markets

include the smaller and less stable oil producers such as
Nigeria and Libya and production increases from large
non-OPEC members such as the Russian Federation, which
is contributing significantly to the global supply.

Nigeria produced between 1.9 and 2.0 million b/d from
1990 to early 2016 when its production plunged by more
than 400K b/d to around 1.5mb/d due to political instabil-
ity. It successfully managed to ramp up its production to a
little over 1.7mb/d over the past two years and averaged
around 1.75mb/d as of October 2018. The planned elec-
tions, however, in February 2019 will be a significant risk to
the oil markets early next year.

The same applies for Libya whose political climate is
very unstable and increasingly unpredictable. The elec-
tions that were originally planned on December 10 this
year have now been rescheduled to early 2019. The
increase in Libyan oil production helped in offsetting some
of the recent declines in Iranian exports. According to sec-
ondary sources as reported by OPEC’s Monthly Oil
Markets Report, Libya produced 1.114mb/d in October
compared to an average of 390K b/d during 2016 and
817K b/d in 2017. The average increase between October
and June this year of around 225K b/d was almost half the
decline in production from Iran. Any setback in production
due to political or security issues would easily deprive the
market of several hundred thousand barrels of oil per day.

Another major factor to watch on the supply side is
Russian production levels. Russia has been increasing pro-
duction for the past decade. It produced an average of
11.29mb/d during the first 10 month of 2018 compared to
11.17mb/d in 2017. Russian companies have ramped up
production during the later months of 2018 as production
reached 11.60mb/d in October, almost at the same level of
the US. Russian cooperation with OPEC on the
Declaration of Cooperation was key to its success and will
be a prerequisite for the success of any future deal to curb
production.

Demand-supply balance
The IMF cut its expectation for global growth for this

year and next year by 0.2 percentage points and is now
expecting global GDP to grow at 3.7 percent down from a
previous estimate of 3.9 percent, citing trade tensions
between the US and its trade partners that are starting to
hurt economic activity worldwide. In particular, the IMF
forecast for the US and China remain stable for 2018 at 2.9
percent and 6.6 percent respectively but have been
revised down to 2.6 percent and 6.2 percent in 2019.

Moreover, it underlined its forecast for Emerging
Markets as their downward revisions were “more severe”

due to trade wars, weaker local currencies against the US
Dollar, and a rising interest rate environment in the US, in
addition to political instability in many Developing nations.
The IMF downgrades acted as the trigger for the start of
the selloff in the oil markets given that Emerging Markets
are the drivers of increases in global demand for crude.

OPEC, in turn, revised down demand for its products in
2019 by around 510K b/d to around 31.54mb/d as of
November 2018. It had previously estimated demand for
its oil would be around 32.05mb/d back in September. The
revision was driven by a combination of a projected
150Kb/d decline in global demand and an increase of
360Kb/d in non-OPEC supply, which is mainly coming
from the United States.

OPEC production is estimated to average around
32.57mb/d for the current year and then to drop to
31.54mb/d to match estimated demand for 2019. It stood
at 32.9mb/d in October, meaning that OPEC would have to
cut somewhere around 1.4mb/d from current levels to
reach a demand supply balance in 2019, everything else
constant.

Final thoughts 
The overall crude market landscape is changing, and it

is changing fast. Today, the three top oil producers, Saudi
Arabia, the United States and Russia jointly produce an
average of around 33.8mb/d. This compares to a total
OPEC production of around 32.9mb/d currently. It follows
that much of the dynamics in the oil markets, on the supply
side at least, will be determined by the degree of agree-
ment, or the lack thereof, among the top three producers.

OPEC and its allies will be meeting in Vienna in early
December to try to formulate a policy response to the risk
of supply running ahead of demand in 2019 and prices col-
lapsing. Saudi Arabia is now pushing for a cut in output by
as much as 1-1.4 million barrels per day while the Russians,
so far, are favoring a wait-and-see position in the short
term to get more clarity from market data in the coming
few months, as per the Russian oil minister.

Russian output has been increasing steadily and Russia
does not seem to be very keen on curbing output again
after they pushed for a relaxation of the DoC earlier in the
summer. President Putin said oil prices of around $70/bbl.
“suits us perfectly”, but he also said that Russia would
continue to cooperate with Saudi Arabia in the oil market
adding that he cannot say if production should be limited.
Russia’s budget and economic forecasts are based on an
average oil price of $40/bbl. for 2018. Its economy is much
less dependent on oil revenues than pure-play producers
and could withstand somewhat lower levels of oil prices,
which would actually benefit its non-oil economy in many
ways. For the Russians, however, participating in a produc-
tion control deal need not be purely for economic reasons,
geopolitics is as important.

In the US, the situation is very different. President
Trump is pushing for lower oil prices while the US is
pumping crude at record levels. He recently referred to the
drop in prices as tax cut to America and the World and
wanted prices to go even lower. Meanwhile, the shale
industry is actually growing so fast that the current EIA
projections are calling for US production to reach 12mb/d
in April. That is six months sooner than the EIA’s own
expectations just a month ago and 1.2 million barrels high-
er than its expectations at the beginning of the year.

For now, it seems that the direction of the oil markets
will be greatly dependent on the direction that OPEC
decides to take on December 6 and most importantly
whether or not the Russians will be part of that agreement.
The greatest risk in the short term is a non-decision in
Vienna next month but overall the risk in the next few
months seems to be strongly skewed to the downside. 

KUWAIT: United Projects for Aviation Services
Company (UPAC), a leading commercial real estate
and facilities management company, signed a five-
year concession contract with a total contract value
of KD 5.352 million, with the Incheon International

Airport Corporation (IIAC), for the development
operation and management of the parking lot and
related facilities at the Kuwait International Airport’s
Terminal 4 (T4).

Earlier in April, the IIAC won the bid to operate,
manage, maintain and develop T4 at Kuwait
International Airport through 2023 under the
Operation and Management agreement executed
with the Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA). T4 is the dedicated terminal for Kuwait
Airways.  

Under the terms of the contract, UPAC will man-
age the T4 parking lot and related facilities including
security, cash collection, and maintenance. The park-
ing lot holds a total capacity of 2,457 parking spaces
(657 in the long-term parking and 1,800 in the short-
term parking),all of which are shaded and spacious,

and a short walk to the satellite building where pas-
sengers easily cross the departure bridge connected
directly to the terminal. 

The parking lots will utilize state-of-the-art park-
ing equipment that UPAC will install and manage.
These will include technologies such as license plate
recognition technology, and automated entry and exit
lanes. In addition, UPAC will install Auto Pay Stations
for swift and convenient customer payment, further
facilitating customers’ entrance and exit to the T4
terminal. Additional services that will be offered at T4
include valet parking, taxi and limousine services. 

Commenting on this occasion, UPAC Chief
Executive Officer Nadia Akil said, “Operating the
parking facilities of the new T4 is another milestone
for the company. T4 is an important new gateway to
Kuwait, and we are proud to be part of it. I would

also like to take this opportunity to thank the IIAC
and the DGCA for their trust; we look forward to
working with them at T4. We aim to continue provid-
ing the highest standards of services for our cus-
tomers at the new terminal.” 

With the addition of T4, UPAC is now operating
four major projects in Kuwait, with the three current
projects running optimally, and looks forward to
increasing its portfolio both locally and in the region.
UPAC currently manages the operations of Kuwait
International Airport’s main Terminal 1 parking and
related facilities, including the airport mall, in addition
to the management of real estate and parking facili-
ties at the airport’s Sheikh Saad terminal and
Discovery Mall in Kuwait City. Outside of Kuwait,
UPAC is one of three Kuwait-based companies
developing Abu Dhabi’s Reem Mall. 
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